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UNDERSTANDING TH E CFPB'S

LATEST TRID UPDATE
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s latest
TRID update has left the industry wondering how large
of an impact it is going to make this time around. With
293 pages released at the beginning of August, it could
be construed as being quite impactful. IDS Compliance
Officer Vince Wilson set the record straight, stating
that while these latest updates are substantial, they
are supplementary to the rules made effective last
October. “These new amendments address many
areas from which loans are subject to TRID to how
certain calculations are rounded. The largest changes
are generally limited to formalizing previously informal
direction from the CFPB. There are additional edits that
fix errors in the official text and small edits to increase
uniformity and reduce ambiguity,” Wilson affirmed.
“These are not broad policy updates on any scale like
we saw last October, but there will be changes that
the industry needs to be aware of, particularly for
compliance purposes.”

The industry is just starting to get comfortable with
the TRID changes, but there are still some struggling.
“For the industry, CFPB making broad policy changes
this soon after TRID would be akin to Muhammad Ali
unleashing a right hook just as Joe Frazier is getting
to his knees,” Wilson expressed. Luckily the latest
update supports and reiterates informal guidance
that was given to clarify previous TRID questions and
concerns, and have therefore already been implemented by most of the industry
Where IDS is concerned, we have already implemented a number of these changes after the underlying informal guidance was issued. Still there will be
a number of changes made to programming, mostly
related to calculations, formatting, logic, and other
specifics, but most of these will have little effect on
how loan officers use the IDS System.

BREAKING

ANNOUNCEMENT:

IDS Aquires eMortgage Company Encomia
IDS is pleased to announce its aquisition of
Encomia, an established provider of electronic
mortgage solutions.
Encomia’s eClosing platform is designed to
streamline electronic loan applications and closings. The platform and software tools, which are
used by major mortgage lenders, also provide
for secure electronic document storage (eVault),
eSignature capture and eValidation, as well as
asset and income verification services. Through
this acquisition, IDS is positioned to deliver a
broader complement of electronic mortgage origination and closing services to its clients and the
industry at large.
“When you look at the current mortgage industry
landscape, the eMortgage is inevitable – it’s a
matter of ‘when,’ not ‘if,’ and IDS wants to be at
the forefront of delivering the tools and services
our clients need to make the eMortgage a reality
within their organizations,” said Mark Mackey,
vice president and general manager of IDS.
View the full release at idsDoc.com

Special Credit to Joel Schaeffer at Horizon Bank

As IDS began to receive submissions of client
stories with IDS for our 30th Anniversary, one
particular response stood out. Joel Schaeffer
from Horizon Bank has worked closely with IDS
since 2012, and we’d like to share his story and experience. Schaeffer’s role at Horizon includes the responsibility of
managing and maintaining mortgage technology solutions. As
a result, he worked with IDS to build out Horizon’s initial and
re-disclosure packages through their LOS integration with IDS
a few years back.
Up until that point, they had only been creating closing documents with IDS. Deciding to expand, and through that integration, Schaeffer found a lot of benefit in increasing their
product offering with IDS. He states, “From that process, we
gained the ability to create disclosure packages that contain
all of the standard required documents, as well as those
custom forms that Horizon Bank requires.” Schaeffer also
mentioned the ease in which the implementation process
was, stating that “The process in getting these packages was
simple and the response time to get custom docs built could
not have been quicker.”
Schaeffer particularly commends the IDS Customer Service
staff and their ability to work with him one-on-one for his
specific company’s needs. “IDS exemplifies customer service
and shows that they are working for the clients. Many times in
a software world it seems that things get overlooked. If there

are not enough clients interested in a specific
enhancement or change, it will not be given the
resources. But that is not the case with IDS.
Schaeffer shares a particular experience:
“A few weeks ago, I entered a case regarding a specific
calculation for FHA monthly premiums. Compliance Officer Vince Wilson provided a response in just over 3 hours
that explained why the calculation was performing the
way it was. The detail and screenshots in the explanation provided were simple to understand and provided
me with the ability to make an informed decision. In the
response, Vince provided me with exactly where I could
make a change from the default calculation if we did not
agree with the interpretation of the calculation.”
Schaeffer continued to share other positive experiences he’s
had with our customer service team, and ended with saying,
“Whether the support is through e-mail, the customer portal,
or on the phone, it is always prompt and courteous. The IDS
Staff that directly connects with the clients provide nothing
less than an exceptional experience.”
We thank Joel Schaeffer and all our other clients who
submitted their stories to IDS. Thanks for celebrating 30
years with us!
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